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Website: https://www.research.colostate.edu/research-safety-culture/
Award-Winning Video Library:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwxPiH91pl_7EDaBs1G2rWH9KBX522D4N
Twitter: @RamSafeResearch
Who do you talk to? And how do you talk with them?

*based on The 5 Love Languages, written by Dr. Gary Chapman*
Who do you learn research from? And how do you learn research from them?

- Dean
- Dept. Chair
- PI
- Research Assistant
- Post-Doc
- Graduate Student
- Undergraduate Student

There are research methods besides your favourite one.
Anthony’s *quick* applicable autobiography.
Grad School: Georgia Tech

- The Legendary Post Doc
- The Respected Grad Student
- Hazardous Waste Disposal Guy
- The Building Manager
- The Wise Administrative Assistant
Post-Doc: Stanford

- The Fire Department, Architects, and a Certificate of Occupancy (Oh My!)
- Larry Gibbs, “Read this report on repairing high voltage electrical lines from a helicopter”
- Read the comments
The Long Walk

- Generation Accident
- I have experienced “No Safety”
  - Administration
So what?
Who do you talk to? And how do you talk with them?

Academia has incredibly diverse groups involved in the Research Enterprise.
How do you get stuff done in academia?

How many languages do you speak?
What is your Research Safety Culture?

The Message:
Get out and meet as many people as you can that are part of the research enterprise.
What Implementation Might Look Like:

LSTs and LRSTs
Local Research Safety Teams using MS Teams:

- Intersectional Safety Lessons
- Sustainable Safety Infrastructure
- Up-To-Date
Thank you